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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which pay scale objects are included in Employee Central during
configuration?
A. Area
B. Group
C. Sub Group
D. Sub Area
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
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NEW QUESTION: 3
The Finance department of your company has reached out to you.
They have customer sensitive data on compute Instances In
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) which they want to store in
OCI Storage for long term retention and archival.
To meet security requirements they want to ensure this data is
NOT transferred over public internet, even if encrypted.
which they want to store In OCI Object Storage fin long term
retention and archival To meet security requirements they want
to ensure this data is NOT transferred over public Internet,
even it encrypted.
Which option meets this requirements?
A. Use Service gateway with appropriate route table.
B. Configure a NAT instance and all traffic between compute In
Private subnet should use this NAT instance with Private IP as
the route target.
C. Use NAT gateway with appropriate route table when
transferring data. Then use NAT gateways' toggle (on/off) once
data transfer is complete.
D. Use Storage gateway with appropriate firewall rule.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Service Gateway is virtual router that you can add to your VCN.
It provides a path for private network traffic between your VCN
and supported services in the Oracle Services Network like
Object Storage) so compute Instances in a private subnet in
your VCN can back up data to Object Storage without needing
public IP addresses or access to the intern

NEW QUESTION: 4

According to the IRS, which of the following is not an
allowable preventive care service?
A. Health club memberships.
B. Smoking cessation programs.
C. Immunizations for children and adults.
D. Periodic health examinations.
Answer: A
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